LOVE TIMBER
CHOOSE STYLE

For further information, please contact:
Jack Wang: 0425 416 661

Tilly Cefai: 0401 462 188

Warehouse for pick up: 8/19 Chifley St Smithfield NSW 2164

www.styletimberfloor.com.au
We continually supply most up to date range of timber
flooring products.

scan QR to visit website on your mobile phone

NATURAL
TIMELESS
BEAUTIFUL
Style Timber Floor has searched global trends to adapt and bring
the most exciting and unique ranges to the Australian market.
Our aim is to inspire and deliver the best to lovers of timber.
Now, we are ready to introduce this beautiful collection of some of
the world’s finest to our clients.

Mega collection - New York style
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STYLE TIMBER FLOOR

STYLE TIMBER FLOOR
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HERRINGBONE CASA
COLLECTION
Herringbone flooring originated in Europe during the Baroque period. It is a traditional floor
pattern still commonly used in some of the most prestigious buildings of Europe. Because of its
astonishing beauty and symmetry, herringbone has always been one of the most sought after wood
flooring patterns. Besides the traditional herringbone pattern, it also offers many other possibilities
in design, such as: Plait, Shifted Dice or Lamella.
The Herringbone pattern can be installed either parallel to the walls or diagonally. Placing boards in
a Herringbone pattern and gluing down, also adds much more stability than the normal single strip
method.
Our CASA herringbone timber flooring is made of select grade oak only，We also offer giant size
Herringbone planks 950mm*190mm*20mm.
Colour: Mountain grey

Colour: Noose

CHALET COLLECTION
Old world tradition meets today’s trend. Random widths and lengths are a European trend creating a very unique statement.
Historically, random plank sizes came about in order to utilise the cut of the tree in the most efficient way possible.
Today, these random widths have been adapted to create extremely contemporary floors with a natural and authentic feel.

Mountain grey
SIZE:2800mm
*110/190/300mm
*19mm

Spiaga
SIZE:2800mm
*110/190/300mm
*19mm
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CHALET COLLECTION

White wash
SIZE:2800mm
*110/190/300mm
*19mm

Invisible oil
SIZE:2200mm
*125/190/300mm
*15mm

HERRINGBONE CASA COLLECTION
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Use it to create your unique pattern, you can also design your
floor as following patterns;

Natural
SIZE:
610mm*122mm*15mm

Invisible oiled
BOARD SIZE:
950mm*190mm*21mm

Giant size herringbone will add luxury to your home; make the big space looks even bigger.

Grey wash

Invisible oil

More colours coming soon.
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HERRINGBONE CASA COLLECTION

Natural brushed

Noosa

Praga

Board size:
610mm*122mm*15mm

HERRINGBONE CASA COLLECTION
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Unique
Luxury
Elegance

SUPER PLANK
COLLECTION
Super planks are extra wide oak planks,optimizing grandeur and are
the essence of bold elegance.
To produce this extra wide planks, we source the largest and finest
trunks from sustainable forests. Every piece is unique;each plank will
have its own unique grain and other features. Some may contain
knots as the whole width of the tree has to be used to produce these
widths.
These extra wide boards are designed for large open areas to create
an ambience of opulence, the likes of the beautiful grand palaces and
castles of Europe. You can choose the size of 3600mm*300mm or
5000mm*350mm. Since it’s hard to source the big plank material,
please expect longer lead-time than normal size flooring.

SUPER PLANK COLLECTION
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CHEVRON MUSE
COLLECTION
Chevron flooring patterns have long been associated with elegance and prestige. In the
1600’s this pattern became an integral part of the most distinguished homes and
stately architecture. Different to herringbone, designed with full boards, the Chevron
pattern is designed with boards cut at an angle. It has a stunning appearance, with its
beautiful“V” shaped parquetry.
From simple to elaborate, by using one or a combination of species or colours, Chevron
has become the flooring of choice by today’s architects and designers.

Grey wash

Crystal white

Board size:
480mm*90mm*15mm,60°angle
Giant size:
800mm*190mm*21mm

More colours coming soon.
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CHEVRON MUSE COLLECTION

Melody grey

Invisible oil

Moschino

Pinnacle

CHEVRON MUSE COLLECTION
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MEGA COLLECTION
Classic 220mm wide boards combine both
modern and antique finishes. Generous
6mm Oak top layers guarantee they will
have the same lifespan as traditional
hardwood floors. A multi-layer hardwood
base makes the floor structurally even
more stable than solid timber, avoiding
common problems like cupping and
twisting after installation.
These floors have been refined with
brushing, hand scraping, smoking and
staining techniques to create magnificent
textural experiences. Captivating details
through exquisite craftsmanship are
embedded in each and every board to
create a natural synergy with any style
from French Farmhouse to New York
Penthouse.

Colour: Grey wash
Colour: French Grey
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MEGA COLLECTION

MEGA COLLECTION
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Colour: Champagne
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MEGA COLLECTION

Colour: Ivory White

MEGA COLLECTION
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Colour: French Grey

Colour: Grey wash

Bianco

Champagne

French Grey

Freya

Grey Wash

Ivory white

Melody Grey

New york style

Praga

Stone Grey

Board size:
2200mm*220mm*20mm
Colour: Freya oak
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MEGA COLLECTION

MEGA COLLECTION
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Champagne

MILANO COLLECTION

SIZE:1900mm*190mm*15mm

White Wash
SIZE:1900mm*190mm*15mm

Milano collection has great range of colours, from light to dark, from warm to
cool tones. These popular 190mm wide boards will suit any room. With a 4mm
solid top layer this collection offers great value to all Oak Flooring lovers.

Bianco
SIZE:1900mm*190mm*15mm

Ivory white
SIZE:1900mm*190mm*15mm

This 15mm thick floor is a great alternative to the 20mm thick range, where there
are finished floor height restrictions.
Most of this collection is coated with WOCA hard wax oil, combining durability
with a natural timber look, whilst requiring less maintenance to your floors.

Vino-blanco
SIZE:1900mm*190mm*15mm

Marrone
SIZE:1900mm*190mm*15mm

New york style
SIZE:1900mm*190mm*15mm

Victorian walnut
SIZE:1900mm*190mm*15mm

Spiaga
SIZE:1900mm*190mm*15mm

Oak Latte
SIZE:1900mm*190mm*15mm

Ice grey
SIZE:1900mm*190mm*15mm

Stone Grey
SIZE:1900mm*190mm*15mm

Moschino
Colour: Ice grey
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MILANO COLLECTION

SIZE:1900mm*190mm*15mm

MILANO COLLECTION
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Colour: oak latte
Colour: Bianco

Colour
Spiaga
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MILANO COLLECTION

MILANO COLLECTION
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Colour: Vino-blanco
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MILANO COLLECTION

Colour: Moschino

MILANO COLLECTION
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RECLAIMED
COLLECTION
This collection, including genuine recycled timber and reclaimed reproduction wood of
mixed species such as European Oak, American Red Oak and Elm. Burned effects, nail
holes, worm holes, saw marks, even cracks are all visible as part of the surface finish,
creating an aged appearance. Some of are only recommended for cladding or joinery. Due
to difficulties sourcing recycled timber, board size including width is rarely identical.
These aged timbers are more durable and harder than fresh timber.
These engineered timbers are finished with natural oil in factory. They add warmth,
character and a rustic charm to any space.

Recycled elm, random width, Osmo oil refinished
Colour
White wash
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MILANO COLLECTION

RECLAIMED COLLECTION
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You design it
We make it.

If you love using timber in varied applications, don't stop at
the floor, let our professionals custom make and install everything from joinery and wall cladding to ceiling features. All
Recycled elm in Chevron pattern, re-treated and oil finish
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products are made locally by master craft man.

Aged brown rustic

Aged oak autumn

Aged oak Spring

SIZE:
1900*190*15mm

SIZE:
1900*190*15mm

SIZE:
1900*190*15mm

Oak Lava

Recycled Elm Chevron

Recycled elm plank

SIZE:
1900*190*15mm

SIZE:
710*120*20mm,45°angle

SIZE:
1650*220*20mm

RECLAIMED COLLECTION

RECLAIMED COLLECTION
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WE STAND FOR REAL VALUE
Only solid and multi-layered real wood floors such as those supplied
by style timber may carry the real wood logo. The campaign for real
wood floors has been developed to avoid confusion between real
timber floors and laminate floors. ( laminate cannot carry the "Real
Wood" label.)

WE TAKE RESPONSIBILITY
The Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) is an international organisation,
promote responsible management of the world’s forests. The FSC Chain
of Custody (CoC) system allows the tracking of FSC certified material
from the forest to the consumer.
Style timber is socially and environmentally responsible for our forests
and our timber products are FSC certified, those labelled with FSC
stand for products come from sustainable forest and eco-friendly.

WE'VE BEEN TESTED
Our Euro oak products are been tested in Australia and Europe to make
sure our products are full filling the requirements for Safety and health.
Please contact our office for any certificates and reports of those tests.

For information about style timber products, including
specifications, colour, finish, clean and maintenance,
please contact our sales people or visit our website：
www.styletimberfloor.com.au

